New Directions Retreat Notes
April 15 and 16, 2008

Support for Technology in Publishing
- Starting Point 2: Collaboration with CDL, don’t compete. Be the one-stop shop.
- For example: provide web front-end for faculty database, etc.
- Pilot some things for faculty
- Re-charge possibility?
- UC-press collaborations. Partner with CDL. Issue: 10 years ago, faculty wasn’t interested because they wanted print publishing. Look at white paper written on this
- Work with Nick Jewell on this
- More than “publishing”? What should we call it?
- Scalability – need to provide something faculty can use – 80/20. Work on something that will work for 80% of faculty
- Advisory role to faculty: open source content management, partner websites. How to pull bibliographic info in software
- Provide brand so don’t need to go to a person